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Discover the Weird Fruits created by Monsters!This is a book about the strangest fruits in the
world.You may be surprised to learn about all the different weird and exotic fruits that can open
up an entirely new world to you. Here are 25 weird and exotic fruits you’ve probably never heard
of.This Book Has Photos and Fun Facts of 25 Strange Fruits.This book is fully illustrated and has
simple blocks of text that will make learning fun for your child.The following fruits featured
are:•Horned Melon•Ackee•Akebi•Buddha's hand•Rambutan•Snakefruit•Romanesco
Broccoli•Jackfruit•Hala•Achiote•Jaboticaba•Aguaje•Markut Lime•Langsat•Cupuacu•Sugar-
apple•Black Sapote•Ugli Fruit•Star Fruit•Dragon Fruit•Durian•Chinese
lantern•Sapodilla•Cherimoya•Miracle Fruit
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FruitIntroduction Discover the Weird Fruits created by Monsters!This is a book about the
strangest fruits in the world. You may be surprised to learn about all the different weird and exotic
fruits that can open up an entirely new world to you. Here are 25 weird and exotic fruits you’ve
probably never heard of.This Book Has Photos and Fun Facts of 25 Strange Fruits. This book is
fully illustrated and has simple blocks of text that will make learning fun for your child.1. Horned
MelonThe horned melon is native to southern and central Africa. It is now grown in California,
Mississippi, Chile, Australia, and New Zealand.TasteThe fruit tastes like a combination of
banana, cucumber and lemon.Fun factHorned melon is a traditional food plant in Africa. It is also
one of the few sources of water during the dry season in the deserts in Africa.2. AckeeAckee is
native to tropical West Africa. The fruit was imported to Jamaica from West Africa in 18th
century. Since then, the use of ackee in food is especially prominent in Jamaican cuisine. Ackee
is the national fruit of Jamaica, and canned Ackee is a major export product in
Jamaica.TasteAckee has a very creamy texture and is relatively mild in flavor. Simply put, ackee
tastes like scrambled eggs.Fun factAckee is poisonous if not fully ripe. Therefore, never open the
fruit yourself! It has to have opened on its own on the tree. In United States, importation of ackee
is even banned by the FDA.
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